**Spur Gear**

**Pressure Angle 20°, Module 1.0, Shaft Bore Configurable Type**

### Standard Type

| Part Number | B | Gear Type | Dia. | Pitch | L | Z1 | Z2 | Straight Bore | Straight Bore + Top | Keyway, Keymuy + Top | Material | Dia. | B | U1 | U2 | Unit Price |
|-------------|---|-----------|------|-------|---|----|----|---------------|---------------------|---------------------|----------|------|---|---|----------|
| GEADH1.0    | 10|          |      |       |   |    |    |               |                     |                     | ZFC      | 8    |   |   | 562.00  |
| GEADH1.0    | 10|          |      |       |   |    |    |               |                     |                     | ZFC      | 8    |   |   | 562.00  |

### Thin Type

When shipped in the gear hub with the shaft through M6, M8, M12 (JE8570 for configuring the tooth width - hub dimensions, see JE8511)

| Part Number | B | Gear Type | Dia. | Pitch | L | Z1 | Z2 | Straight Bore | Straight Bore + Top | Keyway, Keymuy + Top | Material | Dia. | B | U1 | U2 | Unit Price |
|-------------|---|-----------|------|-------|---|----|----|---------------|---------------------|---------------------|----------|------|---|---|----------|
| GEAS1.0     | 10|          |      |       |   |    |    |               |                     |                     | ZFC      | 8    |   |   | 562.00  |
| GEAS1.0     | 10|          |      |       |   |    |    |               |                     |                     | ZFC      | 8    |   |   | 562.00  |

### Gear Shape

**Shape K**

**Shape A**

**Shape B**

### Keyway + Tap

For Tap, Keyway Dimension Details, see (New JIS B 1702-1 Class 8 Equivalent)

### Material

- **ZFC**: Electroless Nickel Plating
- **ZTC**: Chromium Plating

### Surface Treatment

- **M4**: Hardened surfaces (B=10)
- **H**: Hardened surfaces (B=6)

### Set Screw

- **Set Screw**: Not included in the ZFC and ZTC type products.
- **Standard Lock Nut**: Available in Gear Shapes differ depending on the number of teeth. Check the spec. tables.

### Accessory

- **Set Screw**: Not included in the ZFC and ZTC type products.
- **Standard Lock Nut**: Available in Gear Shapes differ depending on the number of teeth. Check the spec. tables.